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i bought sleeping dogs last week and so far so good. i have problems with the full screen mode on my pc but after i try the normal mode its fine. the game is great and i love it. i want to know if the pc version is lag free or what? hey, i'm in canada and i just bought a copy of sleeping dogs. it crashes on me whenever i click on the map on my computer. my computer is a dell
xps 15 with a nvidia geforce gt630m graphics card. is there any sort of fix for this? hi there! this is a great post. i am a game noob. i downloaded sleeping dogs from steam yesterday and it crashed when i played it for the first time. so i wanted to know if there was an update to the fix. i am a fast learner but this might take a while lol. i would really like to play sleeping dogs.

however, sleeping dogs is not the prettiest game out there. the textures are a bit sloppy on the faces, and the character models could use a little refinement, but the game as a whole runs smoothly and looks great. the game is available for windows xp, vista, and 7 and even features a mac version, if you prefer. sleeping dogs is a great addition to any pc gamer's gaming
library. whether you're looking for something new, something familiar, or something you've been meaning to play, this is one rpg you should add to your collection. edit: further testing with my dogs shows that when using the tplo technique, the dogs heal at an amazing rate. i would estimate that a dog may be out of pain and running in a week or two with proper post-op

care, but thats just my opinion. i would recommend that anyone who has the option get the tplo done. it is a low risk surgery that has virtually no potential for complications. the dogs dont have to be in top shape for the surgery. they just have to have the joint motion to make it work. a dog that isnt limping is not ready for the tplo. but do it right away before the joint stiffens
up and you have to do it again.
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